
Untitled Story - Maya Panel Layout 

Panel # Description and Dialogue 

1 Extreme CLOSE UP of a GIRL’S EYE;  
CAPTION: “Normal.” 

2 Pull back from ECU: reveal more of Maya’s face; both eyes, some hair, nose…not much 
more. The look on her face should be one of disinterest. 
CAPTION: That was the one word that came into Maya’s head. 

3 MEDIUM SHOT: Maya sitting at desk, maybe see others in classroom around her.  Some 
minor details about the classroom. See Maya from head to foot sitting at desk.  She sits in 
the second row, middle. She’s still disinterested as kids around her are far more engaged 
with the class than she. 
CAPTION: A normal….she didn’t have a family. 

4 Medium Shot or extreme closeup of a Family Photo: Maya stands, expressionless or 
disengaged, with her proud-seeming Foster parents. 
CAPTION: Well, theoretically she did…foster parents. 

5 Different angle: Maya sitting at desk in Math class. We see the clock above the classroom 
doorway. 
CAPTION: At the moment…sleeping schedule. 

6 Reverse angle; over Maya’s shoulder to reveal standing Math teacher.  Other students 
looking at teacher. 
CAPTION: It seemed as if she…down the teacher.  

7 ECU: Clock above classroom doorway. 
Sound Effects: Tick, tock, tick, tock. 

8 Reverse angle: from outside looking into the classroom; we are looking at Maya looking 
through the window.  
CAPTION: As she stared…teacher called on her. 

9 Over the shoulder angle: teacher looking down at Maya.  
DIALOGUE (Teacher): Maya, have you been listening? 

10 Medium Shot: Maya, lacking much expression; we see a few students seated behind her. 
DIALOGUE (Maya): What? 
Sound Effect: (from kid in background) snort! 

11 ECU on teacher: angry/stern/upset 
DIALOGUE (teacher): I said…listening? 

12 Closeup. Maya staring back…emotionless. 

13 Medium shot: Maya’s face, mouth slightly open. 
DIALOGUE: Um, ya 

14 CU: Teacher. A smirk on his face. 

15 Side angle of teacher, waist up to head 
DIALOGUE (teacher): Then…answer? 

16 Tilted angle from above, looking down onto Smartboard, we see the math problem and 
Maya in her desk looking at it. 

17 Panoramic panel: we see the smartboard, the teacher sitting on edge of desk, Maya 
sitting behind the student in her row. The teacher has a slight smile on his face.  

18 Multi-panels, all tiny. No gutter exists between them; like a film strip. The positions of 
each person's face remains the same size, proportion throughout. Panel 1: Teacher smirk 
is long. Panel 2: Maya concentrating on board/calculating problem in her mind. Panel 3: 



Teacher’s smirk remains unchanged. Panel 4: Maya, little expression on face. DIALOGUE: 
Uh, it’s 9852 feet squared.” Panel 5: Teacher smirk shrinking. Panel 6: Maya has a slight 
smile. Panel 7: Teacher smirk is gone. Panel 8: Maya’s smile a bit wider. Panel 9: Teacher 
is not pleased.  
 

19 Medium angle: Teacher’s face. Almost angry, teeth clenched, lips upturned.  
DIALOGUE (teacher): Correct. 

 


